ERRATA

Stroke: Risk Factors and Trends

Thesis:

• **Page 6:** Author correction in List of Papers: III: Giang KW, Bjorck L, Nielsen S, Novak M, Sandstrom TZ, Jern C, Torén K, Rosengren A. Twenty-year trends in long-term mortality risk in 17,149 survivors of ischemic stroke less than 55 years of age.

• **Page 16:** Paragraph 19: “10-year risk of CVD” should be “10-year risk of fatal CVD”.

• **Page 23:** Figure 3: The number of IS cases by gender should be “Men (n=10,739)” and “Women (n = 6,410)”.

• **Page 24:** Paragraph 20: ICD-10 diagnosis for Cause specific deaths of IS “I63” should be “I63”.

• **Page 35:** Paragraph 2: “(p<0.001)” should be removed after chronic respiratory disease.

• **Page 38:** Paragraph 2: The confidence interval “8.40-11.46” in men should be “10.55 – 13.25”.

• **Page 38:** Paragraph 4: The confidence interval “81-56-84.38” in men should be “81.56-84.38”.

• **Page 39:** Paragraph 4: “risk of a CVD” should be “risk of a fatal CVD”.